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AERONAWCS
THEORETICAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISEITCSOF
BO= IN A l?RE&Mom~w FIELo
By Jackson R. Staider and Vernon J. Zurick
An analytic investigation is made of the aerodynamic coefficients of
various boties located in a f’ree+nolecule+?lowfield. These bodies are
the following: flat plate, cylinder, sphere, and cone. Calculations are
performed using values of molecular speed ratio (ratio of stream speed to
most probable molecular speed) ranging from O to 20.
# The aerodynamic coefficients of a cone are calculated for angles of
attack ranging from 0° to 600. The semivertex angles of the cones investi–
gated vary from 2.5° to 30°.
7
The calculations are ~erformed assuming two types of molecular
reflection, specular and Uffuse; In addition, for the cone, a third type
of molecular reflection, wherein impinging molecules are not re-emitted
from the body but are swept along its surface, is postulated in order to
compare the drag coefficients calculatedly free+nolecule-flow theory with
values obtained from continuum theory.
INTRommoI?
Consideration of the problem of the flight of high-speed long-range
aircraft has indicated that skin temperature and drag forces may be
considerably reduced by operation at high altitudes. Consequently, it
becomes of interest to determine the aerodynamic forces arising from high–
speed fMght at high altitudes. Flight at altitudes where the molecular-
.mean-free path is larger than a characteristic body dimension is in the” ““
free+nolecule&low regime. Molecular+nean-free path as a function of
altitude is given in reference 1. (At an altitude of 75 miles, the mean-
free path is about 1 foot.) Calculations relating skin temperature,
altitude, and velocity have previously been completed in reference 1;
: drag forces, however, were not computed.
Analytic investigations of the drag forces acting on simple body
: shames in free+uolecule flow have been reported in references 2, 3, and
k, ~hile experimental investigations
band 5.
have-”hen described in ref&8nces
..—
.
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In all these analyses, it was assumed that the gas molecules have a
Maxwellian distribution of thermal velocity superimposed upon the mass
velocity. This assumption is likewise made in the present paper. w
Heinenxm (reference 2) and Ashley (reference 3) have calculated the aero-
dynamic coefficients for various bcxlyshapes including the fkt plate,
sphere, cylinder, and cone. However, the expressions for the drag coef-
ficients of the sphere and cylinder were not integrated by Heineman,
while Ashleyts solution for the cylinder was not expressed in closed
form. Also, in both papers, the dxag cmfficients for the conical bodies
were calculated only for the special case of zero angle of attack, ~
this paper, the drag cmfficients for th@ sphere and cylinder are ex-
pressed In closed form, and the calculations for the drag coefficients
for the cones ~e extended to include angles of attack other than zero.
Two types of molecular reflection, diffuse and specula, are investi-
gated. Molecular reflection which occurs in a random direction wfthout
relation to the previous velocity direction is termd diffuse reflect-
ion. Reflection such that the molecules leave the surface at an angle
equal to the angle of incidence is ca12ed specular reflection.
As previously stated, free+nolecule theory accounts for both the
mass motion of the gas and the thermal motion of the molecules. Early
investigations of rarefied gas flow were based upon the assumption that
the velocity of the molecules was equal to the translator velocity of
the gas, thus neglecting the thermal motion of the molecules. As
pointed out by Zdm (reference 6), expressions for the forces acting cm
verious bodies located in a field of such particles were derived by
Newton, who aesumd that the molecules were either perfectly elastic or
perfectly inelastic. A perfectly elastic molecule rebounds after a
collision with a surface in such a manner that the n rmal component of
velocity is reversed. A perfectly inelastic molecule loses the normal
component of velocity upon impact. In toth.cases, however, the tangen-
tial component remains unchanged. In this paper, flow of elastic par-
ticles having only a translator mass motion will be termd “Newtonian
flow,“ and flow of inelastic particles will be termed “inelastic
Newtonian flow.”
At high flow speeds where molecular thermal velocities become rela-
tively unimportant, the expressions derived.from free-molecule-flow
theory for the forces on a body for the case of specular reflection re-
duce to the exp~essions for a body in a NewtonIan flow field.
?~.elasticNewtonian flow approximates the conditicn of continuum
hypersonic flow in which the shock wave lies very close to the body.
Consequently, impact forces of inelastic Newtonian fl~ have been applied
to am analysis of Q_personlc flow (reference 7). In addition to the
impact forces of Inelastic Newtonian flow, other forces of a centripetal
K@b;re exist as a resUlt of flow over c~ved s~faces. An investigation
of the effects of these centripetal forces is also presented in refer-
ence 7.
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The purpose of this paper is to obtain solutions for the aerody–
namic coefficients of various bodies in a free+uclecule-flmw field and
l to calculate the lift and drag cc9fficientf3for a conical body at an
eagle of attack, assuming two types of molecular reflection, specular
and diffuse. A ccznparisonis then made of the drag coeffIcient for a
cone at zero angle of attack calculated by free-+noleculemethods, ass- ‘
ing a ~othetical type of molecular reflection sfmilar to that of
Newton~s inelastic psrticles, with the tiag coefficient tabulated in
reference 7 for inelastic Ne~onian flow
&ted in reference 8 for centinuum flow.
Gd the drag coefficient caicu—
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square feet
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total lift coefficient assuming specular reflection of the
molecules, dimensionless
momntum force due to impinging molecules, pounds
normal dfffuse remission mommtum force, pounds
total normal specular mowntum force, pounds
modified Bessel function of ftrst kind and zero order
modified Bessel function of first kind and first order
direction cosines
(Subscripts Z
lengt& feet
in an arbitrary direction, d~nsionl.ess
and d refer to lift and drag directions.)
Mach number, dimensionless
mass of one molecule, slugs
numiberof
radius of
molecular
molecules per unit volm of gas
body, feet
speed ratio (ratio of stream mass velocity to most
probable molecular speed)
diffuse re-emission speed ratio
()
u
, dimqnsicmless
~
mass velocity, feet per second
components of mass velocity, feet per second
A
l
-.
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most probable molecular speed, feet per second
most probable re-emissicn speed, feet per second
local Cartesiam coordinates
angle of attack of
reciprocal of most
body with resyect to free stream
probable molecular speed
()~Vm ‘ seconds per foot
ratio of spcific heats, dknsionless
semivertex singleof cone
angle of attack of body elemnt with respect to free stieam
density of gas stream, slugs per cubic fcot
azimuthal angle masured at base of cone
dknsionless qyantity defined by
x = exp (422xd2) + Fs Zxd [1 + erf (s Zxd)l
dimensionless quantity defined by
xl =
e- (~2Zxd’2) - Ks Zxd’ [1 – erf (s 2xd’)1
dhnsionless quantity defined by
Q=
{(ZXWJX + ZYWJY + ZZWJZ) exp(-132Ux2) +
1&fXJX [1 + erf(13Ux)l += 2X [1 + erf (PUX)I
—--
d.knsionless
Q’ = (ZX’13U=’
6$U.’
J c
quantity deftied by
+ Iyfpuy‘ + Zz’puz’)
{
exp(-+32Uxt2) -
[1 – erf(BUx’)1
1
$2x’ [1 - erf (j3Ux’ )1
6erf(a) error function ~
&
refers to shielded
The basic assumptions
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exp(-*) dx
o
Superscript
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ANALYSIS
involved in the formulation of the expres-
sions for the force on a body in a free+nolecule-flow field are the fol-
lowing: (1) the gas molecules have a Maxwellian velocity distribution
superimposed upon a uniform mass velocity, and (2) collisions between
impinging and re-emitted molecules are negligible.
As a resuit of the second assumption, the total force can be broken
down into two components: one arising from the banbardment by impinging
molecules and the other arising &an the re-emission of the molecljles
from the surface.
The type of re-emission of the molecules from the b- surface can
be divided into several categories, the more common of these being dif--
fuse and specular reflection. The phenomenon of molecular reflection is
.treated in greater detail in references 1 and 9, and only a brief dis-
cussion is given here. Diffuse reflection, which is most common physi-
cally, occurs in such a manner that all previous directional history is
erased, the actual direction of re-emission being controlled by the
Rhudsen cosine law. The nature of this type of re~miss ion is such that
the molecules, upon leaving the surface, have a Maxwellian dmtribution
of speed which depends upon the temperature of the ra-emitted stream.
For the case of specular reflection, the molecules leave the surface in
a direction determined by the angle of incidence. Thus, the normal con-
ponent of velocity is reversed, while the tangential component rem ins
unchanged.
The mthod of calcul.ation of Ci and Crj the incident =d re-
emissim aerodynamic coefficients, is outlined in reference 4, and is
sunzuarizedin tbe following paragraphs.
In the integrals presented below, which are taken from reference h,
the direction cosines between the 100al coordinate axes of the body sur-
face area and the m~ntum force are given l?~ zx~ zy$ and 2Z. Figure
1 illust~ates the coordinate axes for em elemmt of area used in this
report. The ~ositive x axis is norml to the elemmt and is directed
into the exposed surface. The mass velocity vector makes an angle 19
witk the positive direction of the y axis. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate
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the ele~nts of area chosen for each of the bodies. The components of
mass velocity UX, Uy, and UZ
.
are in the dtiection of the local ems=
The first integral term applies directly to the’area exposed to the mass
velocity; the second integral term applies to the rear or shielded sur-
face of the body. These sreas are taken into account separately because
the front of the body acts as a shield preventing collisions of the rear
side with all molecules except those having absolute velocity caaponents
in the direction of flight with nmgnitude equal to or greakr than the
flight speed (reference 1). The shielded area on the surface of a cone
is shown in figure 4. Other mthcds have been devised to account for the
shielded area and are preseni%d In references 2 and 3.
Force Due to Impinging Molecules
>
The component of momntum in a direction defined by 2X, 2Y, and
Z~ imparted to a differential plane area h a free+molecule-flow ffeld
by the impact of impinging molecules is
s
r
l“ Ifff*Gi=~ “ “ “ {[cx(zxcx + 3ycy + 2zcz) exp - ~= (Cx - UX)2 +
—m-m O
L
(Cy - Uy)= + (C2 - Uz)=1}dcxdcy dcz -
(Cy - 1}Uy)=’+ (C2 - Uz)=
1
dcx dcy dcz dA ‘
[
(Cx - UX)2 +
(1)
or
l-= 
.— -
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P& 1
dGi. ——
[[ {
(2XPU=+2YWY+2ZBUZ) ANJx [1 + erf (PUX)I +
2f182
exp (~2Ux2)
} 1+~2=[1+erf (#3~)1 -
[ { }
(2XWX+ZYW-JY+L-WZ ) & j3ux[l- erf (J3UX)] - exp (-j32Ux2) +
1]@ 2X [1 -erf (PUX)] dA2
where P = mN and/3= l/vn = B/U.
(2)
The choice of the direction cosines is related to the compcment
of force being computed. If the drag is king calculated, it is nec-
essary to ftid the direction angles between each of the local -s
and the direction of drag. LiJsewise,direction angles are found for
any other force compcment being investigated.
In applying equation (2) to arbitrary bodies, the mmmntum force
in a &stied direction due to the bpinging molecules is first found
for an element of area of the holy under investigation. When this
relationship is used, an integration over the 6urface area of the body
gives the desired monwntum force on the ent~e body due to impfnging
molecules. The ticMerit aerodynamic coefficient referred to a char–
acteristic body area is then found.
Force Due to Diffuse Molecular Reflection
For the case of’diffuse molecular reflectiau, the normal
re-emission force on the
to the direction of flow
frent side of a differential area inclined
is given by
and the normal re+miss ion force on the rear side is given by
(3)
.
.
.
.
dGrt .pu= Xteti
2 2ssr
(4)
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The difference obtained by subla?actiunof equation (4) from equation (3)
is the total re-emission force. (See appendix A, reference 4.)
.
The V~W of sr is a complicated function of the surface condi–
tion of the body; however, in this paper, Sr is assunmd equal to s
for all cslculatims. At low flow speeds, this assumption is very
nearly correct. At high flow speeds, however, the value of Sr is less
than that of s.
The resolution of the normal force of equatims (3) and (k) into
the lift and drag components followed by integration over the body sur-
face gives the
calculation of
fuse molecular
re~mission lift and drag act~g on the body. After
the lift and drag, the aerodynamic coefficients for dif-
reflection csm be found.
Force Due to Specular MolectilsrReflection
> For the case of speculer reflection, the molecules leave the sur-
face in a direction determined by the angle of incidence. Since the
reflection angle is eqyal to the angle of incidence, the normsl comporient
I- of velocity is reversed, while the tangentid component remains un—
changed. Therefwe, ths momentum change is in a direction nm?mal to the
lmnibardedsurface, and the total momentum force consists of two equal
components: one due to impingemnt of the molecul.es,the other due to
the reflection of the molecules from the surface.
The incident m~ntum force on a differential area in a direction
ncmml to the surface is found from equation (2.)by the substitution of
the following direction cosines:
z~ =Coso=l
2Y 3(=Cos —=2 0
2= x=Cos —= o
2
(5)
The total normsl momentum farce for the case of speculm reflection is
twice
d(+J=
as great as the incident normal force, ad it is given by
~+[{ fi[l + erf(Wx)l (“ux’ + ~) } - -
+ Sufiq (+%X2)
{
fi [l-
‘rf(’ux)](’’ux’ + 0- ‘u==(+’uX*)} 1 M “)
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Integration of equatim (6) over the surfaoe of the body after the nor-
mal force has been resolved into the lift and drag components yields the
total lift and drag on the body due to specular reflection. .
Force Due to Molecular Reflection Analogous to ~rsmic F1OW
A third type of molecular reflection is postulabd here in order to
approxtite the oharacterlstlcs of hypersonic flow over a body. This
type of reflection is ?mzchlike that of Newtonts inelastic particles,
the only difference being tht thermal velocities ere considered. It is
assud that the molecules flow along the body after collision with the
surface; thus, the normal ccqonent of velw ity is destroyed while the
tangential component remains unohanged. The values of the aerodynamic
coefficIents thus obtained are one-half the values calculated for speck
lar reflection. This type of molecular reflection is extremly unlikely
and probably physIcally ImpossIble; however, the justification for this
assumption lies in the fact that the conditions of hypersonic continuum
flow over a body are approximated. In continuum flow, the stream fol-
lows the surface of the body.
%
As the flow wed increases, the zone of
influence of the bcxlyon the gas stream approaches the surface of the
body until the shock wave lies nearly on ‘t& body surface. On the basis %
of the above assumption, free+lecule theory la compsred with continuum
thecry.
The expressions for the aertiynamic coefficients of a flat plate,
cylinder, sphere, and cone together with the details of the development
=e presented In the appendix.
DISCUSSION AND RESUGTS
Flat Plate
.
The aerodynamic coefficients for a flat plate inclined at various
angles of attack to the direction of mass flow were calculated for
values of molecular speed ratio varying from O to 20 and sre presented
in figures ~, 6, and 7.
The lWt ing values, as the molecular speed ratio approaches infin-
ity, of
Y
e aerodynamic coefficients for a flat plate for the case of
specular eflection reduce to the classical.expressions for Newtonian
flow, mmtioned by Zahm (reference6) #.
~=4sin3a
=4sin2CLcosa
.“
%s
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A comparison of the drag coefficients for diffuse aud
reflection indicates that the value for diffuse reflection
SpeCular
has a larger
l
value at low angles of attack; at the high angles of attack, the spe~
ular drag coefficient is greater. This Is explained by the fact that,
at small angles of attack, the drag fw the case of specular reflection
is due to the small normal ccxnponentof velocity; whereas the drag for
the case of diffuse reflection has a value which results from the loss
of both a smll nmmal velocity ccmponent and a large tan~ntial vel-
city. At lsrge angles of attack, the re-emissim velocity arising frcsn
diffuse reflecticm is less than the re-mission veloClty due to swcular
reflect im, while the momntum effects of the incident molecules are
nearly the sam for both cases. Thus, the total drag coefficient due to
specular reflection is grea%r. This last point is made clear by consid-
ering a flat @ate at a 90° eagle of attack.
The lift-drag ratios for the plate are shown ti figure 6. Tk” ex–
pression for the lif&3rag ratio fa specular reflection is cot a.
Obviously, these values have a great range. The aerodynamic coefficients
for double~edge wings can easily be found by modifying the coefficients
P for the flat plate. The low values for diffuse reflection are notable.
,. Cylinder
Values of the total drag ccefficient fo; the case of diffuse re-
flection were obtafned frcm reference 4 -d are Tresented in figure 8.
An anal@ical expressim for Sr employed in the calculations of ref-
erence 4 was found by mans of an enerw and mass balance over the sur-
face of the cylinder taking tito account ccmdlticus which exist at the
surface of the cylinder. Details of the calchlaticms can be found in
appendix A, reference 4.
A recent experfmntal investigation of drag (reference 4) has suw
,pliedthe drag< oefficient data plottid in figure 8. Theoretical
curves of the drag coefficient for both diffuse and specular reflection
are plotted for cmp=ison with the experimental data. A ccmpleb dis-
cussia of the cmnparison of the experimental data and the curve repre—
senting diffuse reflection can be found in reference 4. In additicm, a
curve of the drag coefficient for the case of diffuse reflection, which
includes the assumptim that the molecular speed after @act is the
sam3 as that before impact, is shown for comparison with the drag co-
efffcient obtained from reference 4. The curves agree well at the low
speeds, hut diverge as the molecular s~ed ra%io increases.
—
—.
.
.
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Sphere
.
The results of the calculatims for the drag cmfficient for a
sphere are presented in figure 9. The drag coefficient for the case of
diffuse reflection is compared with the drag coefficient for the case of
specular reflection. The value of the drag coefficient for diffuse
reflection lies above the value for specular reflection but both curves
asymptotically approach the limiting value of 2 at largs values of s.
The investigation into the ease of specular reflection for a
sphere yields an interesting result. Equations (Al~) and (A19) indi-
cate that the total drag due tb the specular type of reflection has the
sam value as the drag caused by’molecules stiiking the surface and
coming to rest; that is, the integrated effect of the re-emission drag
arising tiom specular reflection of the molecules from the surface is
zero. It should le noted that the sphere is unique in that the re-
mission momentum force of the molecules reflected In a fmward direc-
tion Is equal and amosite to the momentum force of the molecules re-
flected ~ the dlre~~ion of the mass flow.
Cones
Calculations for the &ag and lift coefficients
cones, assuming three types of molecular reflection,
figures 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14.
Results considerlnK diffuse reflection.- F@re
c~fficient, CD = CDi + C s for%?
the case of diffuse
.
of the various
are shown in
10 gives the drag
molecular reflec-
t ion. It is intereetlng to note that the drag coefficients for the
sharp cones are higher than those for the blunt cones. The Impinging
molecules lose both the tangential and norml components of velocity.
The tangential or friction force on the greater exposed surface area of
the sharp cones is greater than the tangenthl fwoe on the blunt cones.
Hence, the drag coefficients are lar~ for the sharp cones since the
reference area is the samE base area for all cones.
The lift coefficient, ~ = hi + ~, is plotted in figure 11.
The lift coefficient for blunt cone~ at large angles of attack de-
creases as molecular speed rat10 becomes small. This iS due to tbs COl-
lision of the top or shiel~ed surface of tbe cone with molecules posses-
sing an absolute velocity in the direction of fllght with maguitude
equal to or greater than the flight speed. The monmntum force due ‘co
these molecules is then in a direction ~poslte to the direction of
lift.
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At low values of molecular speed ratio, in the range where the
thermal velocity is eqyal to m greater than the mass velocity, the
contribution of the thermal velocity to the absolute velocity becams
a determining factor in the calculation of the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients; whereas, at high values of molecular speed ratfo, the contri-”
bution of the thermal velm ity is negligible.
Results considering specular reflecticm.– Figures 12 and 13 give
the drag and llft coefficients for cones for the case of specular re-
flectio~. At small angles of attack, the drag cmf ficient8 of the blunt
cones have higher values than those of the sharp cones. The reverse is
true at lsxge angles of attack. A very sharp cone at zero angle of -
attack has very little drag because the change In mommtum of the mole—
cules has only a very small component in the direction of drag. This
component, acting on a blunt cone, is much greater. At a high angle of
attack, the surface area exposed to the flow by the sharp cones exceeds
the exposed surface ~ea of the blunt cones, for equal base areas, and
hence the drag force is greater for the sharp cones. Since the drag
coefficients are referred to the sane base arsa rather than a pro~cticn
of the exposed area, they mat vary in direct proporticm to the drag
force.
Results considering an apprazination of centinuum thecmy.- The
values of the lift and drag coefficients obtained %y mans of the hypb
thetical type of re+missi~n postulated in the analysis are half the
values obtained for the case of purely specular reflection in which the
normal component of velocity is reversed as a
face.
Values of drag coefficients fcm cones In
calculated by Kopal (reference 8). Likewise,
investigation of centinuum flow at hnersonlc
molecule leaves the sur-
continuum flow have been
reference 7 describes an
speed. In figure 14, the
drag coefficient of a 300 semivertex angle cone, at zero angle of
attack, calculated for the above hypothetical case of molecular re-
flection, is compared with the drag coefficient calculated in references
7 and 8.
Experhntal values for the drag coefficient of a 30° semlvertex
cone-cyltider fired in the Ams supersonic free—flight tunnel (reference
10) are slao shown in figure 14 for compsriscm with the analytic
values. The experhntal values include head drag on the cone, flriction
drag on the cylindrical afterbtiy, and base bag. The free+nolecule
va3ues take into account head drag on a 30°
—.
semivertex angle cone only.
At hi@ values of flow speed, the drag coefficient values obtained from
g free+nolecule thecry approach the values for inelas’ic Neti,onfanflow.
.
Although the analysis of reference 7 for flow past a cone takes into
“account centrifugal forces aris@ from flow over curved surfaces, the
. expression for the drag coefficient reduces to that for inelastic I?ew-
tonian flow at zero angle of attack where the centrifugal farces are
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zero. The drag coeffioient due to inelastic Newtonian flow is repre-
sented in figure 14 -by a straight line, since it W independent of flow
speed.
In figure 14, the agreement between free-olecule-flow theory and
the experimental data for a continuum flow at low values of molecular
speed ratio is entirely fortuitous. The increase in the value of the
drag coefficient calculated from free-molecule-flow theory is due to the
fact that the drag force is proportimal to the first power of the velo-
city at low speeds; whereas the Increase in the value of the experimental
drag coefficient is the characteristic rise which
sonic range of stream speeds in continuum flow.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
occurs in the tran-
The lift-drag ratios of a flat plate in free-lecule flow are
very snail for the case of diffuse molecular reflection. The lift-
drag ratIos decrease as the molecular speed rat10 is increased. At
high speeds, the liftiag ratios for the flat plate are more favorable
at small angles of attack than at large angles of attack.
For the case of diffuse molecular reflection, the lift and drag
ccmfficients of all the bodies investigated apprcach constaut limiting
values at high speeds. These limiting values depend upon the body
geomtry and the singleof attack. At low Bpeeds, the drag coefficients
for all the bodies approach an Infinite value; this is due to the fact
that the drag force is proportional to the first power of the velocity
at low speeds.
For the case of specular reflection, the aerodynamic coefficients
of all the bodies investigated likewise approach constant limiting
values at high speeds. These limiting values correspond to those cal–
culated by means of inelastic Newtonian flow theory.
.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Calif., my 9, 1951.
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fIEmNmK
DERIVATION OF TEE AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIIZNTS
BODIES IN A FREEXMC12!ICUIJW?LCWFZXLD
FOR
The details of the develo~ent for the lift and drag coefficients
the various boties are given below:
. Flat Tlate
The combined form of eqwation (2) is.
pu* 1=——
{(
2 2#ux+z@Jy+z Zpuz)[ 1K WJX erf(lNJx)+exp(-i3’Ux2) +2 &B’
(Al)
Since the faces of a flat plate are parallel, the seam Urection
cosines apply to both the front and rear surfaces and the momentum of
the molecules strlktng both faces can be collectively taken into account,
and equation 2 mitten in the conibfnedform is applicable. This is not
true for an element of area chosen for the cone, however, and the com-
bined form of equation (2) cannot be used for that case. For the case
of the flat hate, equation (Al) gives the incident momentum force on
both sides of the plate, and the aerodynamic coefficients can be found
without further integration.
The direction cosines and velocity ~omyonents are the following:
l~d = silla! z~z = Cos G Ux = Usina
1“
zyd = -00s a zyz = sin a Uy =~cosa
}
(A2)
zz~ = o Zzz = o Uz=o
.—
pu=s
J
Substitution of the relations of equation (A2) into eqmtion (Al)
gives the following coefficients, referred to the area of one side of
the plate.
-—
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CD1
= +.
exp (-s2sin2a)+2 sin a (’+$) l ‘ ‘erf (s sin u) (A3)
.
The normal force due to
front and rear surfaces is given
and (4).
by the difference
cos a
~2 erf.(s sin a) (Ak)
diffuse molecular remission from both
pfi 1
d~-d~’=— —2 2SSr (x-x’)
Substituticm of U sin u for Ux and s
reduces equation (A5) to
for
dA
and
CD =
between equations (3)
dA (AY )
w in x @ )(1
(A6)
~ fisin’a
=—
Sr
The total drag coefficient is then
—
Ji_ sin’s
exp (-s2 sin2a) + 2 sin a (1 + *) erf (s sins)+ ~
r: s
The lift due to moleoular m-emission on an element of area is
PW~slnaoosa U
T Hr
Jt sin. .0s a
%= ‘r
The total lift coefficient is then
The r=mfssion drag force on an element of area is
-.
(A7)
(M) “
.
.
cos a
CL = ~2
K sin a cos a
erf (s sin a) +
Sr
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For the case of specular reflection, the total momentum force in a
direction normal to tk3 surface resulting from tnoident and reflected
molecules on both sides of a flat ~late is
pu= 2
dG~=——
2 ~. [ ( ‘*)e&’’ux’lu,A,,
213Uxexp(-13%JX2)+ 2fi B2UX2
- from eqmtion (6).
The drag and lift coefficients are then found after resolving the
normal force as given in equation (A9) intc drag -d lift components.
[
“sin” J*
sin a exp(42sin2u) +
(
4 sin%+~
)
erf(s Aina) 1 I(AIO)
CM [= Cos a —Ji4s sin a exp(-2sin2a) +
( )
4 sin2a+~ erf(s sin a) 1
Cylinder
1
/
(All)
The case of diffuse molecular
has been investigated in referenoe
based.on the pro~ected area of the
reflection on a transverse oylinder
4, and the total drag coefficient
cyllmder is
—
—
1
—
~ CD==e=’@){’@+- [Io&) + +)] } +
The specular oase only remains tg be considered here. The element
of area is chosen as shown in figwre 2, thus
.—
dA =LRde
.
.
‘xd = sin r3 u= =U sine
1yd = -00s e Uy =acoso
-*
Zzd = O Uz=o
Each element of
and the normal force
area is considered
on the oylinder is
P$ 4m .
dGS=— — [
2 fi~= ,~2s Sin
The drag force is
NACA TN 2423
to have a rear or shielded area
found from equation (A9).
(#sln2e +~ ) 1erf(s sin 0) “de2
/,
2,&
(
s%in=e
The integrals are
.
sin 0
1
2s sin e exp(-s2sin2El)
1
‘E ) 1erf(s sin{e) de
.
.
h
.,
,
(A12]
f
:/2
Sin=e exp(42sln2f3) de
o“ ‘fap (-$) Fe(:) -W)]
fl/2 ‘
f
sin 8 erf (s sin 13)de =
o ~e?(-~) [10($)+11(91
f
x/E
sinse erf (s sin e) de
o
= ~-exp (-$) [~. ($)+
,
(2+$)49] , ‘
and the
frontal
As
by
drag coefficient due to syecular reflection, r~femed to tie ‘
pro~eoted area, is
2&
%~=~e’p(-:~[ (3+~s2) 10(:) + (1+2s2) II (~ )]- (A.13)
Spiere
shown in figure 2, the element of area for the sphere is given
. U= 2fi2 cos e de
P
&
> J
“.
.
“4
.
r
.
.
,
.
.
..
!
>
\
,.
.
“-
.
.
.
.
-.
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Equation (Al) for
pm
aGi =’~
P
The integrals Ue
#/2
the incident momentum .dragforce is
2 Cos e(fiR2)—
[
2s exp(+2sin20}+
fisz
1sin 19(2s2 + 1) erf(s sin e) @
Ifl ~Ks cos e exp(+32sin2e) de = ~ erf(s)
do
f
lr/2
exp(-s2)+t1-2)
cos e.sin e &f(s sin e) de =
o 2$s 2
19 “
(A14)
and the inoident drag coefficient, ref-erredto the frontal pro~eoted
area, is
2 (4s4 + ‘2-1) erf(s )Q=;? exp(+2) +
2s4
‘ (A15)
The drag force due to molecular r~ssion, from eq&tion-(A6), .is
—
Ye/2
P@ ~f
I
2JZ
— sin2e 00s e de
Y. ’osr
(&L6)
Integration of eq tton (~6)’yie~ the re-efission ~ coefficient
Y\ 2P
c~ =—’3Sr (Al?)
‘Thetotal drag is given, for diffuse reflection, by
CD = 2 e~(;2) (1 + *) +
The drag force-due to speoular
2(1+5- 2J Yc
~) erf(s) + —3s~
,
reflection on the sphere is given by
*
\
[ 2s sin e ap(-s%inze) +
L
1erf(s sin e) @ (&L8)
.
r
.
20
.
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The integrals are
.=fi/2
J
m erf(s) _ ‘TP(~2)cos .9sin’e exp(-s’sin’e) W = —
o 4s~ 2s2
J
n/2
cas e sin e erf(s sin e) W =
()
exp(-s’) + 26&l eti(~)
2420 4820 v
~ 7t/2
J
cos e sin3e erf(s sin E3)de . ~ exp(-s=) + * erf(s) ‘
o 8fi#
and the drag coefficient due to specular reflection, referred to the
frontal projected area, is
CD
= ‘ev(+’) ‘F%Herf(s)2s2+1s Ji s=
Cone
(A19)
Special atte@ion ~s$-<ti given to the ctical b~. Two separate
cases must be ipvestigatiea,depending on the relationship of the angle
of attack of the “coneand the semivertex angle of the cone. At an angle
of attack less tti or equal to the semivertex angle, the entire surface
area is efiosed to the mass.velocity,tithe total moment.w force is
evaluated~by a single int~@ation. For those instances where the angle ‘
of attack exceeds the se~%ertex angle, a portion of the &urface area is
shielded from.the mass velocity, and two separate integrations, one for
the frontal,exposed area,and one for the shielded area, are necessary to
compute the momentum force. \Aerodyns,miccoefficients are then found ,
referred to the base area of.the cone. The elemnt of area chosen for
constant angle of attack as shown in figure 3 is given by
Case I’-Ang le of attack less than or equal to the semlvertex
angle.- The aerodynamic coefficient due to im~inging moleoules referred
t.~Lhe base area of the cone is given by (from the first term of .
*quation (2))
.
.
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l
.
. .
.
f
.,
.
f
?
t
I
*\.
.
where
Q=
21
(A20)
){(Xl%+%wy+wuz }exp(-f3%x2) +JZ j3Ux[1 + erf(13Ux)l +
Z ‘x [1 + erf(pux)l
2 (A21)
.
Substitution d the appropriatedirection cosines into equation
(A20) yields the corresponding lift or drag coefficient.
For drag the direction oosines are
Zx& = cos a sin 5 - sin a cos 5 cos (p
zy~ =—cosasin5- sin a sin 5 cos cp
1
(A22)
Zzd = sin m slm Q J
and for lift the direction cosines are
1X2 =—sinasinb — Cos a Cos 5 Cos q)
ly~ = sin a cos 5 — cos a sin b cos cp
lz~ = Cos a sin Cp /
(A23) —
The expressions for the several velocity ccunponentaare the
fOllowing: --
u==’ U(cos a sin 5 ~ sin a cos b cos Q)
1
‘Y = 4T(COS CL cos O + sins stn 5 cos ~) ( (A24)
1
Uz = U sin a sin q3 J
At zero angle of attack, equation (A20) reduces to a readiJy
integrable expression and the aero@amic coefficients for this case
are
. . .=
.—
.
‘22 I’?ACATN 2k2zj
.
h
The lift and drag coefficients due to diffuse molecular reflection
are fomd, from equation (3), to be
and
J
J1
1
~xl Xdqc% = 27CflSrSin5 0
At zero angle of attack,
%=&
(A26)
(A27)
(A28)
and
C%=o
The following relations hold for the total lift and drag coeffi-
cients for the case of specular reflection:
fi[ 1 + erf(j3Ux)] (,%’<+$) ]dQ (A29)
.
-.
and
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~= #%32xld“ ‘x’ {’”’”q’+%”)+
@[ 1 + erf(~Ux)1(j3%Jx2+*)}dq (A30)
For zero angle of attack
28in6
CDS = ~ (
1
exp(42sin25) + 2 sti2 5 + —
)
[l+erf(s sin ~)]
2s2
(A31)
,
and
%=0
W3e II - Angle of attack greater than the semivertex angle.- ~
this case, part of the surface area is shielded from the main flow.
This shielded area is boundedby straight-line elements of the cone
and, at these boundaries, the flow is tsngent to the surface of the
cone; that is, the component of velocity in a direction normal to the
surface is zero.
Fromequaticn (A24)
u= = U(cos a sin 5 - sin a cos 5 cos QL) = O
at cp=QL.,
and
.-.
where 91 denotes the boundary Mne
surface areas bd is measured around
shown in figure 4.
The.total incident momentum for
(A32)
‘t?anCL
between the exposed and shielded
the cone from the vertical as
the entire surface area is
.
.
.
,.
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P
I :pu’2 L2 tan 5Gt=— fl {‘1 (2xrpUx’+Zy’pUy’+Zz’FUz’) exp(j3%xi2 ) –2 d S2COE36 0(
*A7pu~’ [1 }
&
- erf(j3UxC)] -~ Zxt [1 - erf(J3Uxt)l1dg +
q
m (2XPUX+2YPUY+ZZPUZ)
{ }
exp(-j3%x2) +filNJx [1 + erf(Wx)l +
‘%
&
II
~ 2X [1 + erf(f3Ux)] dp (A33)
,
where J
Zxf = _zx Uxt . _ux 1
Uyf = Uy
}
(A34)
A change in the coordinate axis of the element of area on the
shielded surface of the cone is the reason for the use of the primed
quantities. The positive direction of the x axis for the exposed area
is into the surface; whereas the yositive direction of the x axis for
the shielded area is out of the surface. Since the direction cosines
have been derived for the exposed area, reversal of the x axis over the
shielded area results in the negative quantities. For the previous
bodies considered, this procedure was unnecessary since both front and
rear areas were jointly taken into account.
The solution of equation (A33), for the incident aerodynamic
coefficient referred to the base area, yields
(A35)
where G ~d Q? are the integre,ndsof equation (A33)~ Either the
lift or drag coefficients can be calculated by substituting the appro-
priate direction cosines.
The re-emission drag and lift coefficients for diffuse reflection
are
-.
.
\
.
.
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and
(A37)
The drag coefficient for specular reflection is e~ressed as
(@ [1 - erf(PUx’)] 13%x’2 + ~ )1d~+
Y(4{ ( 2 *)}d4‘A38)Zxd~Ux exp(~%x2) +@ [1 + erf(PUx)] B%x +1
The total lift coefficient, C~, is found by substitution of ZXZ
for Zxa. The values of the
numerical methods.
.
above Integrals were found by m- of
--
r
r
26
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from mass flow.
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